This paper analyzes the dynamics of objective laser speckles as the distance between the object and the observation plane continuously changes. With the purpose of applying optical spatial filtering velocimetry to the speckle dynamics, in order to measure out-of-plane motion in real time, a rotational symmetric spatial filter is designed. The spatial filter converts the speckle dynamics into a photocurrent with a quasi-sinusoidal response to the out-of-plane motion. The spatial filter is here emulated with a CCD camera, and is tested on speckles arising from a real application. The analysis discusses the selectivity of the spatial filter, the nonlinear response between speckle motion and observation distance, and the influence of the distance-dependent speckle size. Experiments with the emulated filters illustrate performance and potential applications of the technology.
Introduction
Speckle photography (SP) or digital speckle photography (DSP) [1, 2] are well established techniques using the speckle dynamics to measure in-plane translation or deformation of an object. By adding a reference field, incident on the observation plane, speckle interferometry and SP or DSP can be combined to measure both the two in-plane and the out-of-plane components of movements [3] of an object surface. Typically, the speckle or interference patterns are acquired by a camera and then postprocessed with fringe analysis and/or correlation techniques to provide field measurements giving a high degree of spatial information.
The techniques of SP and DSP have also been combined with optical spatial filtering velocimetry (OSFV) [4] in order to carry out single-point measurements of moving particles or rigid objects [5] . Such techniques can be integrated conveniently into a compact optical sensor [6] , providing nearly realtime measurements of one or two components of an object in-plane motion [7] . The out-of-plane component can be addressed by adding a reference field incident onto the observation plane, and designing multiple spatial filters that can deal with a compound intensity structure of random speckles and regular fringes, and thus give independent and simultaneous velocity measurements [8] . Such a velocity measurement technique is anisotropic in the sense that the out-of-plane motion will be resolved with a resolution that is one or two magnitudes higher than in the resolution for measurement of the two in-plane motions.
Speckle dynamics and OSFV have also been applied to measure the axial motion or the temporal distance from a sensor to the object. When objective speckles are observed at a distance L from the object, the speckle dynamics, due to an in-plane object motion, will reflect the ratio (L∕R) of the distance of propagation (L) to the radius (R) of curvature of the phase front of the illuminating beam at incidence with the object plane [9, 10] . Thus, by measuring the corresponding velocity of the speckles in two axially displaced observation plans (L 1 and L 2 ), given the radius of curvature R, the absolute distance to the moving object can be determined in nearly real-time by using OSFV [11] .
In this manuscript the covariance function of two intensity distributions acquired in the observation plane before and after an axial translation is determined in order to describe the radial speckle motions. Accordingly, a spatial filter is designed that can measure the radial motion of the speckles and distinguish whether the speckle pattern is expanding or contracting relative to the origin of the observation plane. With this filter we can directly measure the radial speckle motion as a response to the axial motion of an object. This is demonstrated experimentally, and finally possible applications are discussed. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate and study the possibility of using OSFV for measuring out-ofplane object motions in real-time.
Theory
In a Cartesian-coordinate coordinate system s x; y; z we consider two parallel planes; the observation plane, which is fixed relative to the coordinate system and intersects the z-axis at z, and the object plane which moves parallel with the z-axis with a velocity of v z . A position in the observation plane is described by the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, p p x ; p y . A position in the object plane is described by the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates, r x; y. Both coordinate systems share their respective origin with the z-axis at any time.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a Gaussian beam propagates toward the object plane, parallel with the z-axis and with the field distribution centered on the z-axis.
The case is constrained to jv z j ≪ c, the speed of light, where the field can be considered as quasi monochromatic with a wavelength of λ. The object plane intersects the Gaussian field, U i r, at the position of z 0 at time t 1 . In the object plane the Gaussian field is characterized by an e −2 radius w 0 for the intensity distribution and a radius R of curvature for the phase front of the field.
An object moves along with the object plane, having a velocity given as: vt v x ; v y ; v z . This means that the object can move in-plane relative to the object plane, described by a two-dimensional (2D) velocity vector, v r v x ; v y . The surface of the object is rough in the sense that its rms roughness is larger than λ, and that the diameter of the surface illumination is larger than any lateral scale of the surface roughness. Therefore, in the observation plane we observe an intensity distribution giving rise to fully developed speckles [12] , described by the 2D Cartesian coordinates, p. The intensity distribution is acquired at t 1 , and again, after a time lag of τ at t 2 t 1 τ. The shift in object position along the zaxis (v z τ) during the time lag τ is considered so small that it does not change the parameters w 0 ; R of the incident beam.
A. Speckle Dynamics due to 3D Movement of an Object
The dynamics of the speckles due to the movement of the object during the time lag can be described by the normalized spatio-temporal covariance function of the two acquired intensity distributions:
where the angular brackets denote the ensemble average of the intensity distributions. In this paper we assume quasi-monochromatic conditions and stationary, isotropic statistical conditions for the object surface. In the object plane, and in the observation plane, the field is described using the complex optical scalar fields. In the observation plane, we expect that the complex scalar field has circular symmetric 
is the mutual intensity of the optical field and the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The optical scalar field Up; t in the observation plane can be expressed via the Green's function, Gr; p, as a function of the field, U s r; t, scattered at the target surface (S):
where the Green's function continuously varies according to the time-dependent distance between the object and the observation plane:
for t ∈ t 1 ; t 2 . Equation (5) describes the paraxial version of the Green's function [13] for free-space propagation. The length of the optical wave vectors is denoted as k 2π∕λ. The transmitted optical field at the object plane is modeled as U s r U i r; tΨr; t; 6
where U i r is the optical field, incident on the object plane, and Ψr; t is the stochastic complex amplitude transmittance, which describes the surface of the diffuser. The statistics of the stochastic transmittance is assumed to be stationary and isotropic. Therefore, the speckles observed in the observation plane are fully developed speckles. However, the modulus jΨr; tj is assumed to be constant and set equal to unity. Following the analysis, described in [14] , the correlation function for the amplitude transmittance can be found as hΨr 1 ; tΨ r 2 ; ti const: × δr 1 − r 2 ; 7
i.e., the amplitude transmittance in a point is uncorrelated with the amplitude transmittance in any other point on the object, except for the point itself. Therefore, the mutual coherence function for the transmitted field follows as
where r 0 1 is the position at time t 2 of the scatterer on the object surface that was located at position r 1 at time t 1 . Further, an unimportant constant value has been discarded.
Inserting Eqs. (4) and (8) where similarly to r 0 r v xy τ, the Greens function becomes G 0 r 0 ; p; t Gr v xy τ; p; t τ.
The stationary, complex optical scalar field U i r incident onto the object is, to within an unimportant multiplicative factor:
The sign convention used for the curvature is such that a converging illuminating beam corresponds to R < 0, whereas a diverging beam corresponds to R > 0. Substituting Eqs. (5) and (10) into Eq. (9), performing the resulting Gaussian integrations, and simplifying yields:
where
mean speckle radius; 
As presented in Eq. (11), the covariance function consists of two major factors: The first factor describes the decorrelation of the correlation peak as a function of in-plane and out-of-plane movement of the object. The second factor describes the position of the correlation peak as a function of the threedimensional (3D) movement of the object during the time lag τ. In case the object carries out an in-plane movement of v xy τ during the time lag τ (i.e., v z 0), the position of the correlation peak describes a similar in-plane translation of the speckles in the observation plane. The relation between movement of the speckles and object is specified as Δp 1 z∕Rv xy τ, as it can be found in [9, 10, 14] . The decorrelation length of the speckles equals the radius w 0 of the beam at incidence at the object.
In case the object carries out a movement along the z-axis only (i.e., jv xy 0j), we acquire the first series of intensities at t i for the ensemble-average covariance function at position p p x ; p y given the initial object distance z. Then, moving the object a distance of v z τ and acquiring the second series of intensities at t i τ, the position of the correlation peak can be found from Eq. (11) for jv xy 0j as:
Therefore, in the observation plane the speckles will move along a straight line defined by the origin and the initial position of observation (p). In the Cartesian-coordinate system, the position of the correlation peak can be found at the point of intersection between the observation plane and a straight line locked to the origin of the object plane-i.e., the center of the illuminated area. As mentioned earlier, the origin of the object plane defines the intersection between the object and the center of the incident field (U i ⋅). Further, the orientation of this straight line is fixed, and it can be defined from the initial point (p) of observation at S P p x ; p y ; z and the initial position S C 0; 0; 0 of the origin of the object plane. Typically, l 2 z ≫ ρ0 2 , therefore, on average, 3D speckles tend to be elongated structures which are orientated along straight lines, which all originate from the origin of the object plane and point in any direction toward the observation plane. As the object and the object plane move along the z-axis, the 3D speckles will move along, as long as the beam parameters in the object plane remain constant. This is in full agreement with predictions in the literature [15, 16] for a static (jv xy 0j) object, where the observation plane is scanned along the z-axis instead. However, as we shall come back to later, the individual 3D speckles are not aligned exactly with these lines.
Therefore, in case v z < 0, the distance between the object and the observation plane increases with time t, and accordingly the correlation function will measure a radial movement of the speckles away from the origin of the observation plane. A reversal of the z-velocity will reverse the radial displacement of the speckles. According to Eq. (15), the radial speckle speed in response to a certain out-of-plane movement of the object will increase proportional to the modulus of p. Further, considering out-of-plane movements, which are comparable to the initial zvalues, the nonlinear dependency of z on the response will become apparent.
In case the object carries out a movement which combines both an in-plane movement of v xy τ and an out-of-plane movement of v z τ during the time lag τ, and given an arbitrary position p of observation, the peak of the correlation function describes a shift in the speckle pattern at observation point p by Δp:
where we, for simplicity, have assumed that R → ∞.
The line describing the position of the peak correlation as a function of v z τ does not point toward the origin of the object plane, as it was the case for jv xy 0j.
Neither does the line follow the usual inplane speckle motion found in Eq. (11) as Δp 1 z∕Rv xy τ. Instead, the line points toward the position at S C v x τ∕2; v y τ∕2; 0 in the object plane, and a line through any other observation point does the same. This is in full agreement with the prediction for dynamic speckles given by [15] . However, this result is not in agreement with [16] , where the 1∕2 factor in Eqs. (11) and (16) is replaced with the incorrect factor of 1. Note that even though the lines of position of peak correlation functions do not follow the usual in-plane speckle motion found in Eq. (11) as Δp 1 z∕Rv xy τ, so do the individual 3D speckles indeed. The difference appears because the covariance function is based on ensemble averaging many 3D speckles, and they point at random positions within the illuminated spots on the object surface.
B. Spatial Filter
Generally, in optical spatial filtering velocimetry [4] , a dynamic intensity distribution Ip illuminates a spatial filter with an intensity transmittance of tp − q and produces a resulting photocurrent iq of a value, depending on the position of the intensity distribution relative to the filter. The filter will be located in the observation plane p, and the displacement of the intensity distribution across the filter is described by q:
In case optical spatial filtering velocimetry is applied to a one-dimensional, in-plane translation of an intensity distribution relative to the filter [5] , the intensity transmittance tp for the optimum spatial filter will have a one-dimensional repetitive structure. Therefore, the intensity transmittance obeys that tp tp Λ where the direction of Λ defines the direction of the displacement or velocity component to be measured, and jΛj defines the structural period of the intensity transmittance. For instance, the intensity transmittance could be a cosine function. Then, the first derivative of the spatial phase of the intensity transmittance along the direction of Λ will be constant. Typically, an additional filter having the same transmission function, though shifted π∕2 relative to the first filter, is added in spatial filtering velocimetry to produce two photocurrents in phase quadrature. Both filters observe the same speckle pattern, thus the two photocurrents are strongly correlated, and the direction of the speckle motion can be found. However, as described in Eq. (15) the speckle motion we intend to measure in this paper is moving in radial direction away or toward the center of the observation plane, and with a velocity given at a point in the observation plane which is proportional to the radial distance jpj. Therefore, a structured detector arrangement, which is rotationally symmetric with regard to the center of the observation plane, is required. In principle, a pair of detectors organized as coinciding rings will provide two signals with a mutual time delay, which can be extracted with crosscorrelation function. However, in order to gain a higher selectivity of the spatial filter [4] , additional pairs of detector rings must be added to the structure. Further, in order to match the positiondependent gain of the speckles movement, Eq. (15), the filter period, as a function of radius r p in the observation plane, must increase linearly with the r p . Therefore, the first derivative of the phase θr p with respect to r p can be written as:
where α is a constant. Equation (18) is reorganized and integrated in order to derive θr p :
where the boundary condition, θ 0 θr 0 , defines the (arbitrary) absolute phase. We find:
And finally, the complete intensity transmission function for the filter becomes:
Applying a second filter similar to Eq. (21), though inserting θ 0 → θ 0 π∕2 instead, two photocurrents in mutual phase quadrature will be available and thus provide information on to what extent the speckle pattern is expanding or contracting. Figure 2 shows
The brightest level indicates a filter value of one, while the darkest level indicates a filter value of minus one. Approaching the origin of the observation plane, the spatial frequency of the periods of the filter function will increase beyond any practical use for the application (see Section 4 for more details) or ultimately it will be limited by the resolution of the medium implementing the filter.
The rotational symmetric power spectrum of the filter function can be found as a function of 1∕r p by using the Fourier-Bessel transform. In Fig. 3 , the power of the Fourier-Bessel transform of the filter function illustrated in Fig. 2 is plotted (see Appendix A for an analytic solution). The discrete and nonequidistant spatial frequencies present in the filter function are apparent. Considering fullydeveloped speckles, the spatial density, size and intensity of the speckles throughout the observation plane are uniform. Therefore, for a given object position, Fig. 3 illustrates that the contributions to the signal in the range of spatial frequencies from 0.020 to 0.028 are weighted higher than the contributions from the rings responsible for spatial frequencies higher than 0.028. Generally, this phenomenon will cause the phase-shifted filter outputs to be mutually unbalanced in terms of their lowfrequency contents.
Generically, the two photocurrents can be balanced without affecting the filter signals by defining an even number of angular sectors in the transmission function, where the phases between adjacent sectors In Fig. 4 the transmission function in Eq. (22) is illustrated. In this case the number of sectors is eight. Given the distance (z) between the object and the observation plane, the speckle statistics provide a constant speckle size and speckle density throughout the observation plane. However, in case the distance increases, the speckle pattern expands, and while the speckles slowly decorrelate, the size of the individual speckles increase to fill out the expanding speckle pattern, accordingly. The mutual distance between the speckles will change as anticipated by the filter design. Thus, as the object distance increases, the average number of speckles leaving an arbitrary ring i at radius r i will be the same as the average number of speckles entering the next ring i 1 at radius r i 1 for r i 1 > r i . Therefore, the groups of speckles initially interrogated by the different rings will move consistently from one ring to the next as the object distance increases or decreases. In other words, the selectivity of this filter depends on either the number of rings, contributing to the signal, or speckle decorrelation, in this specific case defined by the mean speckle length l z . This consideration is the same for a linear filter, and the higher the selectivity of the filter is, the more oscillations the average burst will contain, and the smaller the random measurement errors will be. However, by increasing the selectivity with regard to radial speckle movement, the sensor at the same time becomes less tolerant with respect to simultaneous in-plane motion.
Experiments and Results
As illustrated in Fig. 5 , a HeNe laser provides the coherent illumination of the object, through an aperture. The aperture only facilitates alignment of the setup. The laser emits light at a wavelength of λ 632 nm and the beam is effectively collimated through the setup and provides an illuminating spot with a radius of w 0 0.81 mm at the object, which is a transparent glass plate. The surface facing away from the laser is glass-blown to an extent that it produces fully developed speckles in the observation plane. The object is mounted on a motorized micrometer stage, which displaces the object along the optical axis in steps of Δ z −0.01 mm with a total displacement of 23.0 mm. Note that in this experiment the object moves toward the aperture. From the object surface, scattered light propagates through a distance of z to the observation plane, where a CCD camera is located. The CCD camera acquires black and white images of the speckles with a resolution of 1024 × 1280 pixels. The distance between the pixels in the camera is 5.2 μm × 5.2 μm . The electronic noise is reduced by ensemble averaging five images for each acquisition. In the experiment, any lateral motion of the illuminating spot as it translates axially is sought to be minimized. Therefore, the alignment of the CCD relative to the incidence of the beam coming directly from the laser beam is critical. The object is removed temporally, and normal incidence of the laser beam onto the CCD is achieved by directing its reflection from the CCD array back through the setup (300 mm) and back through a 0.5 mm ∅ hole in the aperture. The experiment starts with a distance between object and the CCD of z 25.4 23.0 mm, while the experiment ends at a distance of 25.4 mm. Therefore through the experiment, the speckle pattern collapses, and the mean speckle radius decreases from ρ 0 17 μm to ρ 0 8.9 μm as the object moves from position z 48.4 mm to z 25.4 mm, respectively. The corresponding lengths l z of the speckles as 3D structures [Eq. (14)] become 1.4 mm and 0.4 mm, respectively. Thus, the individual steps (Δz) along the optical axis are significantly smaller than the mean speckle lengths, while the total travel is significantly larger. For each step, a speckle pattern is acquired with the CCD camera and saved for later postprocessing.
To illustrate the speckle motion as a function of the out-of-plane motion of the object, the speckle images are processed using speckle-correlation techniques. For the object position (z) the corresponding speckle image is divided into 7 × 9 interrogation areas of 256 × 256 pixels and separated by 128 × 128 pixels. Each interrogation area is cross-correlated with the interrogation area located at the same position in the speckle image acquired at the object position (z − 50Δz), respectively. A combined peak search in the correlation function, and a determination of the centroid position within the top 90% of the correlation peak, provide a vector in the observation plane. This vector is a local measurement in the observation plane of the speckle shift, occurring due to the movement of the object from position z to position z − 50Δz. Plotting all the vectors obtained from two images acquired in the observation plane at object positions of z 54.5 mm and z − 50Δz 55.0 mm (data from different experiment where v z τ < 0) the vector map, illustrated in Fig. 6 appears. The speckle pattern is expanding, thus all the vectors point away from a position which approximately coincides with the center of the image, and the lengths of the individual vectors are proportional to their distance to the center of the image, as it is predicted in Eq. (15) .
The center of expansion is estimated by determining the first order of momentum of the reverse vector lengths:
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Processing the images acquired within the relevant range of positions, and determining the centers of all the corresponding maps, we find that throughout the full range of 23.0 mm the average center of the expansion is located at r c;all 549.5; 598.3 with a systematic error of less than 1 pixel, and a standard deviation of 4.5 and 8.2 pixels in vertical and horizontal direction, respectively. The estimate of the average center (r c;all ) of expansion or contraction for a given experiment then defines the center for the computer generated spatial filter and will be applied to the data acquired in the same experiment.
The spatial filtering velocimetry is implemented by postprocessing the speckle images in a computer. The speckle image acquired at object position z is denoted as I sp r; c; z, where (r, c) address the individual pixels in the image. The filter functions are implemented as electronic images s θ r; c, having the same resolution as the speckle images of 1024 × 1280 cells. The index indicates the initial phase θr 0 of the filter at r p r 0 . During processing, the speckle image acquired at the object position z, each pixel in the speckle image is multiplied with the corresponding pixel in the filter image, and all the products are added together to produce a photocurrent i θ z:
I sp r; c; zs θ r; c: 24
Stepping through all speckle images, a complete record of the photocurrent i θ z can be plotted as a function of object position z.
In Fig. 7(a) the photocurrents of i 0 z and i π∕2 z are plotted as a function of z, for the filter function described in Eq. (21) for α 40, θ 0 0. Clearly the individual photocurrents oscillate with a quasi-sinusoidal dependency of z, and the two plots are shifted by a phase difference of π∕2. The sign of the phase shift between the two photocurrents changes as the direction of object movement changes. Apparently, the envelopes of the two photocurrents are different and drift apart throughout the relevant range of z values. Figure 7(b) shows the photocurrents of i 0 z and i π∕2 z for the filter function described in Eq. (22) (θ 0 0), and applied to the same speckle images as in Fig. 7(a) . In this case, clearly the two photocurrents are balanced throughout the relevant range of z-values. For that reason, the filter function in Eq. (22) will be used throughout the rest of the experiments.
In order to determine long-range displacements throughout many oscillations in the photocurrents, the phase of the oscillations is determined as the angle of the phasor from the polar form of the two signals in mutual phase quadrature. However, the z-dependency in Eq. (15) makes such applications more circumstantial. More details on this can be found in the discussion.
To accommodate the application for small-range displacement or for vibration sensing, we select a range of z, within which the responses for both signals i 0 z and i π∕2 z provide well defined oscillations. According to [17] the probability of random phase changes is conditioned strongly by the amplitude of the signal. In case of high-signal amplitudes, the probability for a random phase change becomes very low, thus for this application a suitable z-position with high-signal amplitude is chosen at z 28.9 mm. Oscillating motions with three different amplitudes are generated with the motorized stage: 0.015 mm, 0.15 mm, and 2.0 mm. The smallest amplitude is significantly smaller than the actual mean speckle length (l z ∼ 0.15 mm) at z 28.9 mm, while the largest amplitude is significantly larger. In order to make the measurements independent of the oscillatory response function of the filter, again the displacement is determined as the angle of the phasor from the polar form of the two photocurrents in mutual phase quadrature.
In Fig. 8 (a) the measurements of an oscillating motion is plotted as a function of steps of the stage. The amplitude for the motions is set to 0.15 mm. The corresponding power spectrum is plotted in Fig. 8(b) and readings of the peak power in the harmonics provide a distortion factor of 0.016. The background is established 40 dB below the signal level, thus, the noiseequivalent power corresponds to an amplitude of 1.5 μm. In Table 1 the data obtained for all three cases are listed.
Discussion
Equation (15) shows that the response to out-ofplane object motion on the speckle motion depends on both the position (p) of observation in the observation plane, and the distance (z) between the object and the observation plane. The spatial filters described in Eq. (22) corrects for the dependency regarding p. However, moving the object through an axial displacement that is compatible with the distance z, the dependency of 1∕z will appear as a nonlinear effect in the measurements of v z τ. In Fig. 9 the displacement is measured as the angle of the phasor from the polar form of the two photocurrents and plotted as a function of the distances z. Clearly, the curve deviates from a straight line as a function of z.
As the object moves from the starting position (z 1 48.4 mm) to position z, the filter tracks a selected spatial speckle structure contracting by jΔpj in the radial direction with regard to the origin of the observation plane. The selected speckle structure is defined by Eq. (18), thus, the phasor angle changes as function of radial speckle movement jΔpj just as fast as the filter changes phasor as a function of dr p . In the observation plane, r p can substitute jpj directly, and Eq. (15) provides that jΔpj∕jpj dz∕z for small steps of Δz. Finally, the corresponding change in phasor angle for the photocurrents becomes:
After integrating from z 1 to z, the phasor angle for the photocurrents as a function of z becomes
where the boundary of θz is set to zero at z z 1 . Plotting Eq. (26) in Fig. 9 , the overall trend of the measured curve agrees with the theoretical curve within the random deviations. The standard deviation of the difference between the measured curve and theoretical curve predicted by Eq. (26) is approximately of 2.8 rad, and corresponds to a displacement of approximately 0.5 mm. Therefore, the technology could be addressed to application where the range of displacements is either much larger than, or less than, the mean speckle length. In case of long range measurements, two devices located with a known difference in distance to the object could measure the axial motion of the object simultaneously. Then, the nonlinear effect could provide an estimate of the absolute distance to the object and compensate the measurements for the influence of the nonlinear effect accordingly. In Fig. 10 the power of the Fourier-Bessel transform of the speckle patterns is plotted for two distances of the object, z 1 and z 2 , where z 1 25.4 mm and z 2 48.4 mm. The power of the Fourier-Bessel transform of the transmission function of the filter (α 40) is plotted in Fig. 10 as well. The radius of the illumination spot is assumed to be the same for both object positions. Therefore, the power spectra represent the two speckle patterns, characterized by speckle sizes of ρ 1 8.9 μm and ρ 2 17 μm. According to Eq. (17), the total power of the photocurrent from the filter will be proportional to the product of the power spectrum of the filter function and the power spectrum of the speckle pattern [5] . Clearly, the product involving the power spectrum of the speckle pattern with a speckle size of ρ 1 collects contributions from significantly more rings than the product involving the power spectrum of the speckle pattern with the mean speckle size of ρ 2 . Amplitude of oscillation (mm)
Step size Δz Therefore, the speckle size and its variation as a function of object position influence both the signal level and the selectivity of the filter. A way to obtain a more uniform speckle size throughout the entire range of distances between the filter and the object is to illuminate the object with a laser beam, which diverges from a waist located at the center of the filter. The beam is emitted normal to the observation plane and beyond a distance compatible with the confocal parameter of the laser beam, the radius of the beam will increase linearly with the distance to the object. Therefore, according to Eq. (13) the speckle radius observed in the filter plane will remain constant and independent of the distance between the object and the filter. However, now the speckles will decorrelate as the radius of the beam varies as well.
The principle of the spatial filter technique is based on the light intensity. Therefore, the technique is applicable to incoherent illumination of objects as well. The principle of the filter relates to the scale and rotation invariance properties of the FourierMellin transform, used as an image processing technique for image recognition and distance measurements [18] .
The benefits of the medium-precision technology appear when these filters can be implemented optically, and the photodetectors can be hardwired to produce the two photocurrents in real time [19] . In that case, the benefits are real-time processing of typically speckle correlation issues by optical spatial filtering velocimetry, and compact vibration or displacement sensor designs [20] can be produced at a low cost for industrial applications and navigational devices.
Conclusion
A spatial filter function has been designed for tracking objective speckle patterns expanding or contracting in the filter plane according to out-of-plane motion of an object, moving away from, or toward, the filter, respectively. The filter is designed to reduce the uneven contributions from the rings of various radii. The filters are emulated with a CCD camera, but applied to speckle images from real applications. Measurements of long range displacements (23 mm) are obtained giving a random error of 0.5 mm. Measurements of short range out-of-plane vibrations are obtained with a noise-equivalent power corresponding to amplitudes of 1 μm. 
